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Abstract: 
The study which applies extended model of aggregate demand and ag-
gregate supply (AD/AS) and uses a quarterly sample during the period 
from 2001 (Q1) till the last quarter of 2015, has shown that real GDP 
in Hungary exhibits a bell-shaped quadratic relationship with govern-
ment debt as a percent of GDP (DY), direct relationship with the real 
effective exchange rate (ER), stock market price (SP) and the real crude 
oil price (OP), and an inverse relationship with the real government 
bond yield (IR) and the expected inflation rate (EI). The critical value of 
government debt as a percent of GDP is estimated to be 69.22%, which 
is higher than the EU criterion of 60.00% but less than the threshold of 
90.00% proposed by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010).
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INTRODUCTION

The economy of Hungary shows both - signs of encouragement and concern. Real GDP declined 
by 6.56% in 2009 due to the global financial crisis, but showed positive growth of 2.00% or more since 
2013. Due to the adoption of inflation targeting in 2001, its inflation rate has continued to improve and 
has been below 3.00% since 2013. The unemployment rate reached the peak of 11.25% in 2010 because 
of the lingering impact of the global financial crisis, and has displayed improvements as evidenced by 
the declining unemployment rate of less than 5.00% since 2016. Relatively prudent fiscal policy was 
demonstrated by the declining government borrowing-to-GDP ratio of less than 3.00% since 2007. The 
current account balance has exhibited positive values since 2010 and it has been greater than 3.00% 
since 2015. A matter of major concern is a relatively high government debt as a percent of GDP chang-
ing from a low value of 51.70% in 2001 to a high value of 80.667% in 2011. Although it has declined to 
below 75.00% since 2015, it is still higher than the EU threshold of 60.00%.  
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This study examines the effects of the government debt-to-GDP ratio and other related economic 
variables on real GDP in Hungary. The study applies an extended AD/AS model and estimates a re-
duced-form equation. An increase in debt-financed government spending tends to shift AD rightward. 
However, the crowding-out effect of a higher real interest rate, triggered by higher government debt, 
tends to reduce consumption and investment expenditures and shift AD leftward. Rising government 
debt might be beneficial to aggregate output, but this needs to be tested empirically. A quadratic form 
is employed to detect whether a nonlinear relationship between aggregate output and government 
debt as a percent of GDP may exist. The critical value is the government debt as a percent of GDP 
corresponding to the maximum value of real output. To the left of the critical value, real output and 
government debt as a percent of GDP has a direct relationship whereas to the right of the critical value, 
real output and government debt as a percent of GDP have an inverse relationship. Potential impacts 
of real currency depreciation and supply shocks are incorporated in the model as well.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Whether more government debt may affect aggregate output depends on its potential effect on the 
real interest rate, which would affect private spending. More government debt-financed spending tends 
to shift aggregate demand to the right and increase aggregate output in the short run. The positive effect 
on real output may be cancelled out partially or completely by the negative impact on consumption and 
investment spending due to a higher real interest rate in the long run. There have been several recent 
studies examining the effect of expansionary fiscal policy on the real interest rate or aggregate output 
for Hungary and other related countries.

Based on a sample of 31 emerging and advanced countries during 1980-2008, Baldacci and Kumar 
(2010) show that higher government/public debt and deficit cause the long-term increase of the inter-
est rate, including the sovereign bond yield. The specific magnitude depends on initial structural, fiscal 
and institutional conditions. 

Using a sample of 54 countries including Hungary during 1990-2009, López, Riquelme and Muñoz 
(2011) reveal that a 1.00% rise in the government deficit causes the long-term interest rate to rise by 
10.00 to 12.00 basis points, and that approximately 40.00% of the change in the long-term interest rate 
in G7 countries can be explained by fiscal policy. Furthermore, fiscal rules reduce the impact of the 
deficit on long-term rate, and more credibility of a central bank leads to a lower interest rate due to 
lower inflation expectations.

Based on a sample of G7 countries during 1960-2005, Hauner and Kumar (2011) show that higher 
government deficits raise the long-term interest rate, but the effect is relatively small and that there is 
no structural break in interest rate determination during the sample period. 

Gruber and Kamin (2012) study the effect of expansionary fiscal policy on the long-term rate for 
OECD countries during 1988-2007. They find that the deterioration of fiscal position raises the U.S. 
bond yield by 60.00 base points, and the bond yield by a smaller magnitude in other G7 countries.

Claeys, Moreno and Suriñach (2012) examine the effect of fiscal policy on the interest rate based on a 
sample of 46 countries including Hungary during 1990-2005. They indicate that the crowding-out effect 
is relatively small because1.00% increase in the government debt ratio leads to an increase in the domestic 
interest rate by 2.00 percentage points at the most. The effect is smaller among OECD or EU countries 
due to global financial integration and larger in emerging countries due to less financial integration.
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Ağca and Celasun (2012) reveal that a rising external public debt leads to a higher corporate bor-
rowing cost whereas a higher domestic public debt does not affect corporate borrowing cost in 15 
emerging countries including Hungary, and that countries with past default incidents or frail creditor 
rights tend to have a higher correlation.

Aisen and Hauner (2013) investigate the effect of government budget deficits on the interest rate 
using a sample of 60 advanced and emerging countries including Hungary during 1970-2006. They show 
that more budget deficits raise the interest rate if a country has high deficits, high domestic government 
debt, low financial openness, low financial depth, liberalized interest rate, or high domestic financing. 

THE MODEL

We can express extended AD/AS model (Hsing, 2016, 2017a, 2017b) as follows:

( , , , , , )AD w IF GS GT IR SP ER= 

( , , ,. )AS z IF ER OP EI= 

where AD, IF, GS, GT, IR, SP, ER, AS, OP and EI stand for aggregate demand or aggregate output 
demanded, the inflation rate, real government spending, real government tax revenue, the real interest 
rate, the stock market index, the real effective exchange rate, short-run aggregate supply or aggregate 
output supplied, real oil price per barrel, and the expected inflation rate.

By solving aggregate output and IF simultaneously, we can find equilibrium aggregate output (Y) as:

* ( , , , , , )Y f GS GT ER IR SP EOP EI= − 

As investors are more concerned about potential default of government debt, which is an accumu-
lation of the government deficit, we replace GS – GT with the government debt-to-GDP ratio (DY): 

* ( , , , , , )Y h DY ER IR SP OP EI= 

                 ?       ?      –     +      ?     –   

The sign beneath each of the independent variables is the hypothesis to be tested. Real depreciation 
tends to stimulate exports, impair imports, increase import prices and domestic inflation, and reduce 
capital inflows. Conversely, currency appreciation is expected to impair exports, increase imports, 
reduce import prices and domestic inflation, and increase capital inflows. The net effect needs to be 
tested and determined empirically. 

Previous studies including Hungary and other related countries show different findings. According 
to Bahmani-Oskooee and Kutan (2008), currency depreciation has a negative effect on real GDP in 
the short run; Miteza (2006), Kalyoncu, Artan, Tezekici and Ozturk (2008) state its negative impact on 
real GDP in the long run whereas Nusair (2014) argues that currency depreciation has positive effect 
on real GDP in the long run. A neutral effect of currency depreciation is determined in the studies run 
by Bahmani-Oskooee and Kutan ( 2008)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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A higher real oil price is expected to reduce short-run AS and aggregate output. Nonetheless, a 
rising real oil price triggered by strong AD tends to increase AD. Therefore, the net impact is unclear 
(Hamilton, 1996; Kilian, 2014a, 2014b).

Figure 1 shows that a nonlinear relationship between aggregate output and the government debt-
to-GDP ratio may exist. The nonlinear relationship may be described by a quadratic form:

* 2( , , , , , , )Y v DY DY ER IR SP OP EI= 

                +       –        ?     –     +      ?     –   

Figure 1 - Scatter diagram between real GDP and government debt as a percent of GDP (DY)
Notes: RGDP is actual real GDP. RGDPF1 and RGDPF2 are the fitted real GDP at the 95.00% interval.

Taking the partial derivative of the dependent variable with respect to DY and setting the equation 
equal to zero, we find the critical value of government debt as a percent of GDP corresponding to the 
maximum aggregate output as:

*
1 2/ 2DY θ θ= 

where θ1 and θ2 are the estimated coefficients for DY and DY2.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The sources of the data came from the Eurostat, the Bank of Hungary, and IMF’s International 
Financial Statistics. Aggregate output in real terms is measured in million forints. This study uses the 
amount of real GDP instead of the growth rate of real GDP as the dependent variable as equilibrium 
real GDP instead of the growth rate of real GDP is derived from the AD/AS model. General government 
debt is measured as a percent of GDP. A higher real effective exchange rate suggests real appreciation of 
the forint. The real interest rate is represented by the difference between the government bond yield and 

(5)

(6)
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the expected inflation rate. The equity index is selected to represent the stock market index. The real oil 
price per barrel is calculated as the nominal oil price per barrel adjusted by the CPI and is measured in 
the forint. The lagged real oil price is used in order to consider potential impact lag of the real oil price 
on aggregate output and to reduce the problems caused by a high degree of multicollinearity among 
independent variables. These problems include the change in the signs and insignificance of the coef-
ficients. The mean value of the past four inflation rates is used to represent the expected inflation rate. 
The sample has a total of 60.00 observations ranging from 2001.Q1 to 2015.Q4. The data for the govern-
ment bond yield before 2001.Q1 are unavailable. Descriptive statistics are presented in the Appendix. 

The augmented Dickey-Fuller test reveals that each time series variable has a unit root in level and 
is stationary in first difference. To test whether these time series variables have a long-term stable rela-
tionship, the augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test of the regression residual reveals that the critical 
value of -3.55 is less than the test statistics of -3.88 in absolute values. As a result, these variables are 
cointegrated. 

Table 1 presents empirical results.  The exponential GARCH model is used in empirical work because 
it can detect and correct potential autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity and because it has less 
restrictions in the variance equation. Approximately 87.84% change in the dependent variable can be 
explained by theexogenous variables. All the estimated coefficients are found to be significant at the 
1.00% or 2.50% level. Aggregate output has a bell-shaped quadratic relationship with DY, a positive 
relationship with ER, SP and the lagged OP, and a negative relationship with IR and EI.

The critical value based on equation (5) is estimated to be 69.22%, suggesting that aggregate output 
and DY have a direct relationship when the government debt-to-GDP ratio is less than 69.22% and an 
inverse relationship when the ratio is higher than 69.22%. The critical value of 69.22% is less than the 
90.00% threshold proposed by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) but higher than the EU criterion of 60.00%. 

Variable Coefficient z-Statistic

C -5523.01 -20.34

DY 859.48 1935.51

DY^2 -6.21 -437.91

ER 12.16 2.90

IR -172.96 -6.37

SP 22.28 26.84

OPt-1 0.01 2.47

EI -365.83 -16.26

R-squared 0.88

Adjusted R-squared 0.86

Akaike info criterion 15.14

Schwarz criterion 15.49

Methodology EGARCH

Sample period 2001.Q1 – 2015.Q4

Number of observations 60.00

Mean absolute percent error 1.60%

Table 1- Estimated regression of aggregate output for Hungary
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Notes: As the real interest rate, the expected inflation rate and the binary variables have zero or 
negative values, these 3 variables cannot be transformed into the log scale. The choice of the linear 
form is mainly to make the interpretation of the results easier, because ,except for the intercept binary 
variable, all the estimated coefficients are the slopes. The variables are defined as follows:

Y = aggregate output,
DY = the government debt-to-GDP ratio,
ER = the real effective exchange rate,
IR = the real interest rate,
SP = the stock price,
OP = the real oil price, and
EI = the expected inflation rate.

The positive and significant coefficient of ER implies that real appreciation raises aggregate output 
and that the positive impacts of real appreciation such as potential lower inflation and capital inflows 
dominate the negative effect such as less export. The positive and significant coefficient of SP implies 
that rising stock prices increase household wealth, consumption spending, and aggregate demand.

Several different regressions were estimated. When the log scale is used except for the real govern-
ment bond yield, the expected inflation rate and the binary variable with zero or negative values, the 
value of R-squared is 90.41%, but the positive coefficients of ER and OP become insignificant at the 
10.00% level. The critical value corresponding to the maximum aggregate output is estimated to be 
68.62%, which is slightly less than the 69.22% when the linear form is chosen in Table 1. The interactive 
and intercept binary variables are applied to analyze the relationship between aggregate output and 
DY. A binary variable having a value of 0 during 2001.Q1 – 2008.Q4 and 1 during 2009.Q1 – 2015.Q4 
is created. The value of R-squared is calculated to be 0.88. The positive coefficient during 2001.Q1 – 
2008.Q4 and the negative coefficient during 2009.Q1 – 2015.Q4 are both significant at the 1.00% level. 
On the other hand, the estimated positive coefficient of SP becomes insignificant at the 10.00% level.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has studied the impact of government debt and other variables on aggregate output. 
When government debt as a percent of GDP is less than 69.22%, the relationship is positive whereas 
when government debt as a percent of GDP is greater than 69.22%, the relationship is negative. In ad-
dition, a higher ER, a lower IR, a higher SP, a higher OP or a lower EI increases aggregate output. In 
comparison, the 69.22% critical value for Hungary is slightly higher than the 60% threshold for the EU 
countries but lower than the 90% threshold proposed by Reinhart and Rogoff (2010).  

In comparison, the negative relationship between government debt as a percent of GDP and real 
GDP in this article are consistent with previous findings by Baldacci and Kumar (2010), Hauner and 
Kumar (2011), López, Riquelme and Muñoz (2011), Gruber and Kamin (2012), Ağca and Celasun 
(2012),Claeys, Moreno and Suriñach (2012) and Aisen and Hauner (2013) when government debt as 
a percent of GDP is greater than the critical value of 69.22%. But the results cannot be compared with 
previous findings when the debt-to-GDP ratio is less than the critical value of 69.22%, because they do 
not estimate a critical value of government debt as a percent of GDP. The finding of the critical value 
of government debt as a percent of GDP for Hungary may provide some insights into the subject for 
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some EU countries such as Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain with relatively high government debt as 
a percent of GDP. A case study of each of these countries may find the critical value and provide poli-
cymakers guidelines in reviewing and improving fiscal policy.

The Hungarian government may need to exercise caution in order to reduce potential negative im-
pacts of a higher Debt-to-GDP ratio on aggregate output. Fortunately, its debt-to-GDP ratio declined 
from the peak value of 83.70% in 2010.Q2 to 73.50% in 2015.Q4. The declining real effective exchange 
rate from the peak value of 110.00 in 2008.Q3 to 88.00 in 2015.Q4 would impede aggregate output. 
In addition, to continue pursuing economic growth, the Hungarian government needs to maintain a 
lower real cost of borrowing, a stable and strong stock market, and a lower expected inflation rate so 
that households and firms would have a lower borrowing cost and more wealth to increase consump-
tion and investment expenditures, and short-run aggregate supply would shift rightward, leading to 
a higher real GDP.
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APPENDIX - DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Y DY ER IR SP OPt-1 EI

Mean 24668.92 69.24 93.44 2.09 76.17 22810.85 4.90

Median 24861.95 66.9 94.11 2.52 82.02 22488.21 4.93

Maximum 27051.60 83.70 110.39 5.15 124.50 36181.17 10.26

Minimum 20752.10 51.70 72.93 -2.50 28.37 10742.01 -0.49

Std. Dev. 1620.36 10.38 7.59 1.97 26.60 7428.73 2.56

Skewness -0.85 -0.23 -0.45 -0.67 -0.44 0.07 -0.15

Kurtosis 2.91 1.59 3.13 2.64 2.02 1.69 3.20

Jarque-Bera 7.22 5.47 2.05 4.87 4.37 4.33 0.25

Probability 0.03 0.07 0.36 0.9 0.11 0.11 0.88

Sum 1480135.00 4154.20 5606.41 125.12 4570.38 1368651.00 294.20

Sum Sq. Dev. 1.55E+08 6359.70 3400.99 229.69 41732.73 3.26E+09 386.57

Observations 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00

ISPITIVANJE KVADRATNE RELACIJE AGREGATNOG AUTPUTA I  
DRŽAVNOG DUGA U MAĐARSKOJ

Rezime: 

Primenom proširenog modela agregatne tražnje i agregatne ponude (AD / AS) i 
korišćenjem kvartalnog uzorka za period 2001.K1-2015.K4, ova studija pokazuje 
da stvarni BDP u Mađarskoj ispoljava kvadratnu vezu zvonastog oblika gledano 
prema državnom dugu koji se iskazuje kao procenat BDP-a, zatim odnos direk-
tne zavisnosti od stvarnog efektivnog deviznog kursa, berzanske cene i stvarne 
cene nafte; dok je relacija u odnosu na stvarni prinos od državnih obveznica i 
očekivane stope inflacije inverzna. Procenjuje se da je kritična vrednost državnog 
duga  iskazanog u vidu procenta BDP-a  69.22%, što predstavlja veću vrednost 
u odnosu na kriterijum EU od 60%, ali znatno manju u odnosu na prag od 90% 
koji predlažu autori Reinhart i Rogoff (2010).

Ključne reči: 
javni dug kao procenat BDP-a,  
realni devizni kurs,  
kamatna stopa,  
vrednost akcija, 
cena nafte.
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